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The most useful tools, reports, books, how-to-guides, videos, briefings, presentations and websites for people working in international development.
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Mastering bank account fees, charges and cash visibility



6 March 2024
• 
Bond, StoneX and TIS




International development organisations (both small and large) face issues in managing, moving and protecting cash across multiple bank partners and accounts. Watch this webinar with expert speakers from StoneX and TIS to hear their approach to some of the most common challenges.












Humanitarianism in crisis?



22 February 2024
• 
Bond and University of Bath




Humanitarians are being constrained by geopolitical agendas of donor states and the growing assertion of national sovereignty. What, then, can humanitarians hope to achieve? Watch this webinar with expert speakers from University of Bath, Dr Mathilde Maîtrot, Dr Touseef Mir and Dr Naomi Pendle who discuss the good, the bad and the ugly of humanitarian principles and practice.












The trustee role in shaping resilient INGO funding strategies



8 February 2024
• 
Bond and Buzzacott




In partnership with Buzzacott LLP, we present the fourth webinar in a series exploring governance principles, challenges and structure in the INGO sector.









Webinar



Understanding electoral campaigning rules webinar



24 January 2024
• 
Bond and Bates Wells




INGOs can continue to campaign ahead of an election but you must understand the rules. Watch this webinar with Bates Wells solicitors, Suhan Rajkumar and Max Dowbenko from their top-ranked Politics, Elections and Campaigning team, for a refresh and update on the regulatory framework.









Briefing



Understanding electoral campaigning rules



10 January 2024
• 
Bond




Ahead of the next general election, Bond members can continue to campaign ahead of an election under charity and electoral law, but you must understand the rules. This briefing paper will help you do that and focuses on electoral law.









Webinar



How to communicate climate finance to the public



16 November 2023





Liz and Carrie present their fascinating findings from their research project, Money Talks, which reveals insights on how to communicate climate and development issues, and the potential perils of phrasing like “climate justice” with mainstream audiences.









Webinar



Just leadership? Is it possible?



10 November 2023
• 
Bond and the University of Manchester and the University of Melbourne




In this webinar, leading academics and current students from the University of Manchester’s online Leadership for Development programme delivered jointly with the University of Melbourne discussed what it takes to be a just leader in an international development context.









Briefing



Global Food Security Summit policy brief: Building effective global food security



3 November 2023
• 
Bond




This policy briefing provides recommendations from UK INGOs to the UK government ahead of the Global Food Security Summit in London on the 20th of November 2023.









Briefing



FCDO safeguarding due diligence guidance 3: Risk management and governance and accountability



20 October 2023
• 
Bond's Partnerships and Local Leadership (PALL) working group and Bond's Safeguarding Adviser, Graham Thursby




This third briefing focuses on risk management, and governance and accountability. These briefings can be used to support UK aid-funded INGOs that work with partners to implement due diligence within the partnerships to safeguard against sexual exploitation, abuse and harassment (SEAH), but they can also help any organisation and donor think about their safeguarding practices and procedures too.
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Bond, Society Building,

8 All Saints Street,

London,

N1 9RL

Tel: +44 (0)20 7837 8344
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Get the latest news, opinions, events, jobs, resources and funding opportunities straight to your inbox.

Sign up now
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